SCV100 Lead  SCOOTER

SCV100 Lead
Modern, stylish and a joy to ride, the fun-filled Lead offers a quick and attractive ticket to the good times at a price that anyone can afford. This space-age scooter’s distinctively
sculpted form really catches the eye with its large, shapely headlight and dramatically angled indicators. Its clean and quiet air-cooled 4-stroke engine provides strong, dependable
performance and excellent fuel economy to keep you riding longer on a load of fuel, with no oil to add or smelly fumes to dirty the air. The Lead’s spacious proportions offer a
comfortable ride for one or two, and its handy carrying rack and locking underseat compartment let you carry quite a bit more with you on your trips through town. A perfect choice
for students and commuters looking for a lively alternative to perk up their travelling chores, the attractive Lead keeps the accent on fun while taking care of business.

Top box base carrier
08L42KCWA00

Top box 35L
08L55KPFA00

Top box 26L
08L52GBM800A

An injection-moulded resin top box carrier. Fixation hardware
kit to unit rear carrier included. For 26 & 35L top box.

35L, black unpainted. Locking and quick detachable top box.
Backrest pad included. Can store 1 full face helmet. Must be
combined with top box base carrier. (08L42 KCW A00).

26L, black unpainted. Locking and quick detachable top box
can store 1 full face helmet and more. Must be combined with
top box base carrier. (08L42 KCW A00).

Top box Inner bag
08L56MY5800

Scooter Blanket - Large
08T56KTF800

Scooter Blanket - Extra Large
08T56KTF800A

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store an A4 file. Silver Honda wing logo on
front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and carrying
handle. Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Weatherproof: Water repellent fabric & zips. Insulated lining for
extra warmth. Includes a chest cover for additional protection
in heavy rain. Includes a seat cover to keep the seat dry when
the scooter is parked. Safe: Not attached to the scooter to
ensure safety. Reflective materials for extra visibility. Leaves
feet free to move when riding in dense traffic.

Weatherproof: Water repellent fabric & zips. Insulated lining for
extra warmth. Includes a chest cover for additional protection
in heavy rain. Includes a seat cover to keep the seat dry when
the scooter is parked. Safe: Not attached to the scooter to
ensure safety. Reflective materials for extra visibility. Leaves
feet free to move when riding in dense traffic.
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Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

U-Lock 123/217
08M53MEE800

Windshield
08R80KRP800A

Holds luggage to RR carrier. Black.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

Dimensions: 500x480x3mm. Material: PMMA, perfect
protection against the elements. Gray tinted.

SH150  scooter

SH150
The SH150i is the epitome of today’s modern day scooter, winning instant praise for its distinctive styling and superb ride qualities. Lightweight, slim and a joy to ride, the
SH150i never fails to attract admiring attention with its sleek, curvaceous form and the company it keeps. With its strong performance and light handling, the SH150i makes
cross-town errands and even daily commutes a non-stop delight. Combining the riding manners of a slim and stylish scooter with a 16-inch ‘big wheel’ chassis plus the
quick, clean and powerful performance of Honda’s most advanced small-displacement liquid-cooled 4-stroke engine the nippy SH150i becomes a real traffic-buster.

45L Top box bracket
08L42KTF800

45L TOP BOX
08L55MCW8V0 (Requires 08L42KTF800)

45L Top box R-320P Pearl Sienna Red
08L55MCW8T0A (Requires 08L42KTF800)

Bracket for 45L top box. Fits on STD rear carrier.
Moving system.

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
top box bracket and features a locking quick-detach mounting
system. Top box lid produced in matching colour. NHA12M
Interstellar black metallic. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and
top box mat included. To be combined with top box bracket.

A capacious 45 litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
top box bracket and features a locking quick-detach mounting
system. Top box lid produced in matching colour. R320P pearl
siena red. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat
included. To be combined with top box bracket.

35 L Top box inner bag
08L56KPR800

Top box Inner bag DELUXE finish 45Ltr
08L56MCWA00

Top box Inner bag 45 litr
08L56MY5800

Black nylon. Expands from 15 litre to 25 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store an A4 file. Silver Honda wing logo
on front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to 33
litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file. Black
embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes with
adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying handle.
Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store an A4 file. Silver Honda wing logo on
front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and carrying
handle. Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.
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Windshield
08R80KTF801

Grip heater kit
08T50KTF801

Pillion arm rest set
08U91MBT800

Constructed from PC for perfect protection against the
elements. Dimensions: 495x520x3mm. LH & RH independent
hand protectors (180x200mm). WVTA cleared (Whole Vehicle
Type Approval).

Patented heat adjustable grip heater kit. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain.

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the
RH & LH side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort.

Cargo net
Description
Part Number
08L63KAZ011

U-Lock 105/245
Description
Part Number
08M53MBB800

Top box mat set
Description
Part Number
08P11KTF800
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Scooter Blanket - Large
Description
Part Number
08T56KTF800

Scooter Blanket - Extra Large
Description
Part Number
08T56KTF800A

Outdoor cycle cover
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Part Number
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Top box cover
Description
Part Number
08P34MCW800B

Top box pad. For 45ltr Top Box
Description
Part Number
08P60KRJ800A

Top box pad. For 35ltr Top Box
Description
Part Number
08P60KTF800A
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Protective film
08P73KBV800

Honda bond A
087120001

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches. Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.

NSS250  scooter

NSS250
Australia’s diverse scooter market has enjoyed a dazzling array of new models over the last few years, with ever-more attractive new arrivals designed to appeal to a
broader spectrum of riding styles, tastes and needs. From simple and economical basic modes of transportation to high-tech sports scooters and larger, more luxurious
commuting machines that compete with motorcycles in utility and performance, scooters have gained wide acceptance as viable alternatives to the glut of cars that now
clog Australia’s crowded urban centres. Of special interest over the last few years is the fact that scooters have not only won a following among young people, they
have also attracted significant attention among more affluent working people who have been gratified to discover the exceptional range of comfort and styles available
at the higher end of the price and displacement scale, not to mention the superb convenience and ease of use that the 250cc class of scooters have to offer.

HONDA LOCK ALARM
08E55KVZ800H

TOP BOX 45L NHB01 GRAPHITE BLACK
08L55KVZ870

TOP BOX 45L NH196 ROSS WHITE
08L55KVZ890

Works in accordance with unit smart card (no remote control
required) includes alarm with tilt function, led and 95DBA siren.

45L of carrying capacity can store two full-face helmets and
more features a locking quick-detach mounting system top
box lid produced in matching colour top box carrier included
nh-b01 graphite black top box mat and top box backrest not
included NHB01 graphite black.

45L of carrying capacity can store two full-face helmets and
more features a locking quick-detach mounting system top
box lid produced in matching colour top box carrier included
NH196 ross white.

TOP BOX (45L) INNER BAG DELUXE
08L56MCWA00

TOP BOX (45L) INNER BAG
08L56MY5800

CARGO NET
08L63KAZ011

Light grey nylon bag with black zippers and black embroidered
honda wing logo on front pocket expandable from 21 to 33L
front pocket can contain an A4 size file comes with adjustable
shoulder belt and carrying handle fits in all 45L top boxes.

Black nylon bag with silver honda wing logo on front pocket
expandable from 21 to 33L front pocket can contain an A4-size
file comes with adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle
fits in all 45L top boxes.

Holds luggage to rear carrier and pillion seat black colour.

Scooter  NSS250

U-LOCK 120/340
08M53KAZ800

TOP BOX (45L) MAT
08P11MCW800

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34BC3801

Tamper-resistant barrel key u-lock, fits under the seat.

Black polyurethane mat.

Protects paintwork against U.V. Rays water-resistant
breathable fabric that allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering two holes in front
lower area for easy introduction of U-lock.

TOP BOX (45L) COVER
08P34MCW800B

LOWER TOP BOX PAD (45L) PAD
08P60KRJ800A

TOP BOX (45L-COLOUR-MATCHED) PAD
08P60MCW800

Luxury top box indoor cover with a classy design protects the
45L top box unattached from the unit features honda logo.

Additional backrest pad on lower top box for extra comfort for
45L top box.

Additional backrest pad for superior pillion comfort for 45L
colour-matched top box.

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73KBV800

GRIP HEATER KIT
08T50KVZ800

PILLION ARMREST SET
08U91MBT800

A4 size, may be cut to suit protects paintwork against
scratches self-adhesive.

Patented heat-adjustable grip heater integrated circuit to protect
the battery from draining special heat-resistant glue available.

Two black polyurethane armrests installed on the right and
left side of the top box lid increase pillion comfort for 45L
top box only.

HONDA BOND A
087120001

Special heat-resistant glue for heated grips.

SH300  scooter

SH300
The remarkable SH300i brings top performance and carefree riding ease together in one of the most attractive commuters on two wheels With its compact proportions,
the SH300i packs the punch of a sporting motorcycle with thrilling performance from its compact fuel-injected engine and confidence-inspiring control to match. Add
ample carrying capacity and sleek, attractive lines that draw admiring glances wherever you go, and you can see why the SH300i has set the style and performance
standards by which all large-format scooters are judged.

HONDA LOCK ALARM
08E55KTW800

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34BC3801

TOP BOX (35L) INNER BAG
08L56KPR800

Works in accordance with unit smart card (no remote control
required) includes alarm with tilt function, led and 95DBA siren.

Protects paintwork against U.V. Rays water-resistant
breathable fabric that allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering two holes in front
lower area for easy introduction of U-lock.

Black nylon bag with silver honda wing logo on front pocket
expandable from 15 to 25L front pocket can contain an
A4-size file comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle.

TOP BOX (35L) PAD
08P60KTF800A

WINDSHIELD (WITH KNUCKLE VISORS)
08R80KTW800D

WINDSHIELD (WITHOUT KNUCKLE VISOR)
08R80KTW800C

Additional backrest pad on top box lid for superior pillion
comfort for 35L top box.

Dimensions: 479x474x2mm features independent knuckle
visors constructed from polycarbonate with lightweight
plastic stay complies with european wvta homologation
(whole vehicle type approval).

Dimensions: 479x474x2mm constructed from polycarbonate
with lightweight plastic stay complies with european wvta
homologation (whole vehicle type approval).

scooter  sh300

HEATED GRIP KIT
08T50KTW801

SCOOTER BLANKET
08T56KTF800

SCOOTER BLANKET XL
08T56KTF800A

Patented heat-adjustable grip heater integrated circuit
to protect the battery from draining special heat-resistant
glue available.

Black water-repellent fabric and zips insulated lining for extra
warmth includes chest cover for additonal protection and seat
cover to keep seat dry when parked.

Black water-repellent fabric and zips insulated lining for extra
warmth includes chest cover for additonal protection and seat
cover to keep seat dry when parked.

HONDA BOND A
087120001

Special heat-resistant glue for heated grips.

FJS400A  Scooter

FJS400A
The Silver Wing’s ample size, powerful performance and sumptuous comfort are well-deserving of its reputation as the luxury sedan of the scooter world, and now
Honda has brought in a mid size 400cc version to further compliment the range. The Silver Wing 400 offers remarkable performance and comfort similar to it’s bigger
cousin the Silver Wing 600, whilst also providing remarkable cargo capacity, thanks to a 55 litre under seat storage space.

AVERTO ALARM KIT
08E55MFT800A

CRUISING BACKREST
08F75MFT810A

CRUISING BACKREST
08F75MFT820A

Compact alarm unit with 118DB siren and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to protect the battery from
draining movement and shock detector featuring 8 sensitivity
settings easy and reliable model-specific installation by means
of connectors and pre-wiring.

Supreme quality, colour-matched cruising backrest with
inclining cushion for excellent passenger comfort features
11L of loading capacity to store valuable belongings or small
goods luxurious design perfectly fits the bike’s sleek silhouette
backrest included NH-A64P pearl cosmic black.

Supreme quality, colour-matched cruising backrest with
inclining cushion for excellent passenger comfort features
11L of loading capacity to store valuable belongings or small
goods luxurious design perfectly fits the bike’s sleek silhouette
backrest included NH-A95M sword silver metallic.

TOP BOX 40L + BRACKET
08L55MFT810F

TOP BOX 40L + BRACKET
08L55MFT820F

U-LOCK 120/340
08M53KAZ800

40L of carrying capacity can store 1 full face helmet and
more features a quick-detach mounting system top box lid in
matching colour backrest and carrier included NH-A64P pearl
cosmic black.

40L of carrying capacity can store 1 full face helmet and
more features a quick-detach mounting system top box lid in
matching colour backrest and carrier included NH-A95M sword
silver metallic.

Tamper-resistant barrel key u-lock fits under the seat.

SCOOTER  FJS400A

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34MCH000

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73KBV800

GRIP HEATER KIT
08T50MFT800

Protects paintwork against U.V. Rays water-resistant
breathable fabric that allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering two holes in front
lower area for easy introduction of u-lock can be applied when
top box and/or panniers are installed.

A4 size, may be cut to suit protects paintwork against
scratches self-adhesive.

Patented heat-adjustable grip heater integrated circuit to
protect the battery from draining 360°.

SCOOTER BLANKET
08T56KRJ800

HONDA BOND A
087120001

Black water-repellent fabric and zips insulated lining for extra
warmth includes chest cover for additonal protection and seat
cover to keep seat dry when parked.

Special heat-resistant glue for heated grips.

